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cally able to do it. And then you needed twice as much good strong food, eh?--
extraordinary food, full of vitamins and all the rest of it--for you to be able to do that
work. But then, when you didn't have to do that work--when the machine did
it--then you could live like a man going to the office. You didn't need nearly as much
food. You could go to bed at 1 o'clock in the morning after a dance, and get up the
same as anybody else and go to work, and you didn't have to worry about it. The
machine was doing the work, see. It's psychological....  (But you say the men
themselves preferred the contract situation.) Well, you see, coal miners--they didn't
like change. They were going to kill me when I got rid of that. See? That was a kind
of a bit of a dictatorship job on my part. We got rid of that for their own good. I was
watching. They were burnt out at 50--men burnt out-- worked out--pumped out.
They were just finished, eh?--50 years old, going around with a hump in their back,
staggering all over the place. And I looked at that, you know. I said, "They can go to
hell. If I can change that, I'm going to change it." So I changed it.  So now, if you
tried to get them to go back to the contract work, they'd kill you! Bill  ''m  laughs. 
They're not going back to that!  You couldn't find a shovel down there now--you
don't even need any mucking behind the machine or anything like
that--nobody--none of that--nothing. It just cleans up, sweeps up all the coal, does
all the work, and the jacks come over, and you keep pro? tecting your roof as you
go.  And it's continuous mining in the true sense of the word, because you just cut
down (along the coal face), move over, cut up again--you get six or seven cuts in
the one shift. Just keep going, up and down and up and down. And safe. Safe.  Now
you've got mechanization. And now you've got the men--they're all running around
with a gut on them like that, see! Everybody is fat and plump! Laughs.   And all the
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